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Note
Before using this information and the product it supports, read the information in “Notices” on page 27.

First edition

This edition applies to version 9, release 1 of IBM Platform LSF (product number 5725G82) and to all subsequent
releases and modifications until otherwise indicated in new editions.

Significant changes or additions to the text and illustrations are indicated by a vertical line (|) to the left of the
change.

If you find an error in any Platform LSF documentation, or you have a suggestion for improving it, please let us
know. Send your suggestions, comments and questions to the following email address:

pccdoc@ca.ibm.com

Be sure include the publication title and order number, and, if applicable, the specific location of the information
about which you have comments (for example, a page number or a browser URL). When you send information to
IBM, you grant IBM a nonexclusive right to use or distribute the information in any way it believes appropriate
without incurring any obligation to you.
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Chapter 1. Release Notes for Platform LSF

Version: 9.1.1.1

Release date: July 2013

Last modified: July 30, 2013

Support: www.ibm.com/support

Learn More About Platform LSF
Information about Platform LSF is available from the following sources:
v World Wide Web
v Platform LSF documentation

World Wide Web
Information about Platform LSF is available in the LSF area of the IBM Support
Portal:

www.ibm.com/support

For the latest information about Platform LSF, visit the IBM Platform Computing
web site:

www-03.ibm.com/systems/technicalcomputing/platformcomputing/index.html

Get Technical Support

Contact IBM
Contact IBM or your LSF vendor for technical support.

Or go to the IBM Support Portal: www.ibm.com/support

We’d like to hear from you
If you find an error in any Platform LSF documentation, or you have a suggestion
for improving it, please let us know.

Email

Please send your suggestions, comments and questions to the following email
address:

pccdoc@ca.ibm.com

Mail
IBM Canada Ltd.
Information Development
E6/5F9/3600 /MKM

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1992, 2013 1
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3600 Steeles Avenue East
Markham
Ontario Canada L3R 9Z7

When contacting IBM, be sure to include the following information:
v Your name and organization
v Your preferred method of communication (return address, email)
v The subject of your communication along with your suggestions, comments, and

questions
v The title and order number of the publication you are commenting on
v The version of the product you are using
v The format of the manual (HTML or PDF)
v If applicable, the specific location of the information about which you have

comments (for example, a page number or a browser URL)

Platform LSF Documentation
The Platform LSF Documentation is contained in the LSF documentation packages:
v lsf9.1.1_documentation.tar.Z

v lsf9.1.1_documentation.zip

You can extract and install these packages to any server on your system. Open the
LSF Documentation Center by navigating to installation_directory/9.1.1/
index.html in any Web browser. The Documentation Center provides an overview
of the organization of the LSF documentation. It also provides easy access to each
document and quick links to frequently used commands and tasks. In addition to
links to all documents, the Documentation Center provides full search capabilities
within the documentation. You can perform keyword searches within a document
or across the full documentation set.

If you have installed IBM Platform Application Center, you can access and search
the LSF documentation through the Help link in the user interface.

Platform LSF documentation is also available in PDF format on the IBM Web site:
v By searching the IBM Publications Center:

www-05.ibm.com/e-business/linkweb/publications/servlet/pbi.wss

v By searching the IBM Support Portal: support.ibm.com
On the IBM Cluster Products Information Center: http://
publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/clresctr/vxrx/index.jsp

Upgrade and Compatibility Notes
Platform LSF Version: 9.1.1.1 is a cumulative Fix Pack release, available only on the
IBM Fix Central site (http://www.ibm.com/support/fixcentral/). If hosts in your
cluster have multiple binary types, you may need to apply multiple product
distribution files to your cluster.

For additional information about Platform LSF, visit the IBM Platform Computing
web page:

www-03.ibm.com/systems/technicalcomputing/platformcomputing/index.html
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Upgrade path

To upgrade your system to LSF 9.1.1.1, following this upgrade path:
1. Install the full 9.1.1 package if you are not already running LSF 9.1.1.
2. Install the 9.1.1.1 package.

For full installation instructions on installing the LSF 9.1.1 and LSF 9.1.1.1 patches,
see “Installing” on page 24.

System requirements
Operating system support:
v IBM AIX 6.x and 7.x on IBM Power 6/7
v HP UX B.11.31 on PA-RISC
v HP UX B.11.31 on IA64
v Solaris 10 and 11 on Sparc
v Solaris 10 and 11 on x86-64
v Linux on x86-64 Kernel 2.6 and 3.x
v Linux on IBM Power 6/7 Kernel 2.6 and 3.x
v Windows 2003/2008/2012/XP/7/8 32-bit and 64-bit
v Apple Mac OS 10.x
v Cray XT3, XT4, XT5, XE6, XC-30 on Linux Kernel 2.6, glibc 2.3
v SGI Performance Suite on Linux Kernel 2.5, glibc 2.3
v ARMv7 Kernel 3.6 glibc 2.15 (LSF slave host only)

Note:

LSF 9.1.1.1 is not available for IBM zLinux.

For detailed LSF system support information, see:

http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/technicalcomputing/platformcomputing/
products/lsf/index.html

Master host selection
To achieve the highest degree of performance and scalability, we strongly
recommend that you use a powerful master host.

There is no minimum CPU requirement. For the platforms LSF is supported on,
any host with sufficient physical memory can run LSF as master host. Swap space
is normally configured as twice the physical memory. LSF daemons use about 40
MB of memory when no jobs are running. Active jobs consume most of the
memory LSF requires.

Cluster size Active jobs
Minimum Recommended
Memory

Recommended server CPU

(Intel, AMD, or equivalent)

Small (<100 hosts) 1,000 1 GB any server CPU

10,000 2 GB recent server CPU

Medium (100-1000 hosts) 10,000 4 GB multi-core CPU (2 cores)
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Cluster size Active jobs
Minimum Recommended
Memory

Recommended server CPU

(Intel, AMD, or equivalent)

50,000 8 GB multi-core CPU (4 cores)

Large (>1000 hosts) 50,000 16 GB multi-core CPU (4 cores)

500,000 32 GB multi-core CPU (8 cores)

Server host compatibility

Important: To take full advantage of all new features introduced in the latest
release of Platform LSF, you must upgrade all hosts in your cluster.

LSF 7.x, 8.0.x, 8.3, 9.1, and 9.1.1 servers are compatible with IBM Platform LSF
9.1.1.1 master hosts.. All LSF 7.x, 8.0.x, 8.3, 9.1, and 9.1.1 features are supported
byPlatform LSF 9.1.1.1 master hosts.

LSF Family product compatibility
Platform RTM

Customers can use Platform RTM 8.3 or 9.1 to collect data from a Platform LSF
9.1.x cluster. When adding the cluster, select 'Poller for LSF 8' or 'Poller for LSF
9.1'.

Platform License Scheduler

Platform License Scheduler 8.3 and 9.1 are compatible with Platform LSF 9.1.x.

Platform Analytics

Platform Analytics 8.3 and 9.1 are compatible with Platform LSF 9.1.x after the
following manual configuration:

To have Platform Analytics 8.3 or 9.1 collect data from Platform LSF 9.1.x Cluster:
1. Set the following parameters in lsb.params:

v ENABLE_EVENT_STREAM=Y
v ALLOW_EVENT_TYPE="JOB_NEW JOB_FINISH2 JOB_STARTLIMIT JOB_STATUS2

JOB_PENDING_REASONS"

v RUNTIME_LOG_INTERVAL=10
2. copy elim.coreutil to LSF:

cp ANALYTICS_TOP/elim/os_type/elim.coreutil $LSF_SERVERDIR

3. In lsf.shared, create the following:
Begin Resource

RESOURCENAME TYPE INTERVAL INCREASING DESCRIPTION

CORE_UTIL String 300 () (Core Utilization)

End Resource

4. In lsf.cluster.cluster_name, create the following:
Begin ResourceMap

RESOURCENAME LOCATION

CORE_UTIL [default]
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End ResourceMap

5. Restart all LSF daemons.
6. Configure user group and host group.
7. Run lsid and check the output.
8. Install Platform Analytics 8.3 with COLLECTED_DATA_TYPE=LSF.
9. Check perf.conf to see LSF_VERSION.

10. Start the Platform Loader Controller.
11. Restart the Platform Loader Controller.
12. Check the log files and table data to make sure there are no errors.
13. Change all the LSF related data loader intervals to 120 seconds, and run for

one day. Check the Platform Loader Controller and data loader log files to
make sure there are no errors.

Platform Application Center

Platform Application Center (PAC) 8.3 and higher versions are compatible with
Platform LSF 9.1.x after the following manual configuration.

If you are using PAC 8.3 with LSF 9.1.x, $PAC_TOP/perf/lsf/8.3 must be renamed
to $PAC_TOP/perf/lsf/9.1

For example:

mv /opt/pac/perf/lsf/8.3 /opt/pac/perf/lsf/9.1

Bug fixes and solutions in this release
At release, LSF 9.1.1.1 includes all bug fixes and solutions delivered before June 24,
2013.

API compatibility
To take full advantage of new Platform LSF 9.1.x features, you should recompile
your existing Platform LSF applications with Platform LSF 9.1.x.

Applications need to be rebuilt if they use APIs that have changed in Platform LSF
9.1.x.

New and changed Platform LSF APIs

For new APIs created for LSF 9.1.x, refer to the IBM Platform LSF 9.1.1 API
Reference.

Platform LSF Editions
LSF 9.1.1.1 can be applied to any LSF Edition.
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What’s New in Platform LSF Version 9.1.1.1

New and changed behavior
blaunch improvements

Improvements have been made to blaunch design, stability, and usability. Various
issues with blaunch were resolved, behavior was enhanced, and performance has
been improved.

Support for Intel MPI

The Intel MPI is enhanced with this release, allowing users to launch larger
parallel blaunch mpi jobs.

The Intel MPI can be downloaded from http://software.intel.com/en-us/intel-mpi-
library.

Documentation for the Intel MPI can be found at http://software.intel.com/en-us/
articles/intel-mpi-library-documentation.

The following procedure should be used to install and configure your LSF system
to use the Intel MPI.
1. Install Intel MPI 4.1.1.036 or above.
2. Install the latest Intel MPI patch.
3. Set the following parameters before submitting any jobs:

export I_MPI_HYDRA_BOOTSTRAP=lsf
export I_MPI_LSF_USE_COLLECTIVE_LAUNCH=1

4. Unset I_MPI_HYDRA_BRANCH_COUNT.
5. Submit jobs using regular bsub options:

bsub <bsub options> mpiexec.hydra <mpiexec.hydra options> a.out <a.out
options>

The following is an example of a submission script, inteljob.lsf. This example is a
job requiring 1024 tasks, running on 64 nodes, and each node has 16 tasks:
#!/bin/bash
#BSUB -n 1024
#BSUB -eo intelmpi_%J.err
#BSUB -oo intelmpi_%J.out
#BSUB -R "span[ptile=16]"
export INTELMPI_TOP=/opt/intelmpi/impi/4.1.1.036
export PATH=$INTELMPI_TOP/bin:$PATH
export I_MPI_HYDRA_BOOTSTRAP=lsf
export I_MPI_LSF_USE_COLLECTIVE_LAUNCH=1
mpiexec.hydra user_application

Note:

For export I_MPI_HYDRA_BOOTSTRAP, the value must be "lsf".

For export I_MPI_LSF_USE_COLLECTIVE_LAUNCH, a value of "1" is recommended to
reduce communication cost of blaunch, jobRes and nios.
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Customize job information output

By default, the bjobs command displays a predefined set of job information. While
you may use various bjobs options to display specific job information based on
your needs, you may also customize the specific fields that bjobs displays. This
allows you to create a specific bjobs output format that shows all the required
information, which allows you to easily parse the information using custom scripts
or to display the information in a predefined format.

Use the LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT parameter in lsf.conf or the LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT runtime
environment variable to define the default bjobs output format for LSF:

LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT="field_name[:[-][output_width]] ... [delimiter='character']"

Use the bjobs -o option to define the custom output at the command level:

bjobs ... -o "field_name[:[-][output_width]] ... [delimiter='character']"

The following alternate method of using bjobs -o is recommended for special
delimiter characters in a csh environment (for example, $):

bjobs ... -o 'field_name[:[-][output_width]] ... [delimiter="character"]'
v Specify which bjobs fields (or aliases instead of the full field names), in which

order, and with what width to display.
v Specify only the bjobs field name or alias to set its output to unlimited width

and left justification.
v Specify the colon (:) without a width to set the output width to the

recommended width for that field.
v Specify the colon (:) with a width to set the maximum number of characters to

display for the field. When its value exceeds this width, bjobs truncates the
output as follows:
– For the JOB_NAME field, bjobs removes the header characters and replaces

them with an asterisk (*)
– For other fields, bjobs truncates the ending characters

v Specify a hyphen (-) to set right justification when displaying the output for the
specific field. If not specified, the default is to set left justification when
displaying output for a field.

v Use delimiter= to set the delimiting character to display between different
headers and fields. This must be a single character. By default, the delimiter is a
space.

The bjobs -o option overrides the LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT environment variable, which
overrides the LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT setting in lsf.conf.

Output customization only applies to the output for certain bjobs options, as
follows:
v LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT and bjobs -o both apply to output for the bjobs command

with no options, and for bjobs options with short form output that filter
information, including the following: -a, -app, -cname, -d, -g, -G, -J, -Jd, -Lp, -m,
-P, -q, -r, -sla, -u, -x, -X.
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v LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT does not apply to output for bjobs options that use a
modified format and filter information, but you can use bjobs -o to customize
the output for these options. These options include the following: -fwd, -N, -p,
-s.

v LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT and bjobs -o do not apply to output for bjobs options that
use a modified format, including the following: -A, -aff, -aps, -l, -UF, -ss, -sum,
-UF, -w, -W, -WF, -WL, -WP.

Table 1. Output fields for bjobs

Field name Width Aliases Unit Category

jobid 7 id Common

stat 5

user 7

queue 10

job_name 10 name

job_description 17 description

proj_name 11 proj, project

application 13 app

service_class 13 sla

job_group 10 group

job_priority 12 priority

dependency 15

command 15 cmd Command

pre_exec_command 16 pre_cmd

post_exec_command 17 post_cmd

resize_notification_command 27 resize_cmd

pids 20

exit_code 10

exit_reason 50

from_host 11 Host

first_host 11

exec_host 11

nexec_host
Note: If the allocated host
group or compute unit is
condensed, this field does
not display the real number
of hosts. Use bjobs -X -o to
view the real number of
hosts in these situations.

10
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Table 1. Output fields for bjobs (continued)

Field name Width Aliases Unit Category

submit_time 15 Time

start_time 15

estimated_start_time 20 estart_time

specified_start_time 20 sstart_time

specified_terminate_time 24 sterminate_time

time_left 11 seconds

finish_time 16

%complete 11

warning_action 15 warn_act

action_warning_time 19 warn_time

cpu_used 10 CPU

run_time 15 seconds

idle_factor 11

exception_status 16 except_stat

slots 5

mem 10 LSF_UNIT_FOR_LIMITS
in lsf.conf (KB by
default)

max_mem 10 LSF_UNIT_FOR_LIMITS
in lsf.conf (KB by
default)

avg_mem 10 LSF_UNIT_FOR_LIMITS
in lsf.conf (KB by
default)

memlimit 10 LSF_UNIT_FOR_LIMITS
in lsf.conf (KB by
default)

swap 10 LSF_UNIT_FOR_LIMITS
in lsf.conf (KB by
default)

swaplimit 10 LSF_UNIT_FOR_LIMITS
in lsf.conf (KB by
default)

min_req_proc 12 Resource
requirementmax_req_proc 12

effective_resreq 17 eresreq

network_req 15

filelimit 10 Resource
limitscorelimit 10

stacklimit 10

processlimit 12
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Table 1. Output fields for bjobs (continued)

Field name Width Aliases Unit Category

input_file 10 File

output_file 11

error_file 10

output_dir 15 Directory

sub_cwd 10

exec_home 10

exec_cwd 10

forward_cluster 15 fwd_cluster MultiCluster

forward_time 15 fwd_time

Field names and aliases are not case sensitive. Valid values for the output width
are any positive integer between 1 and 4096. If the jobid field is defined with no
output width and LSB_JOBID_DISP_LENGTH is defined in lsf.conf, the
LSB_JOBID_DISP_LENGTH value is used for the output width. If jobid is defined with
a specified output width, the specified output width overrides the
LSB_JOBID_DISP_LENGTH value.

Remove column headings from the job information output

Use the bjobs -noheader option to remove column headings from the bjobs
output. When bjobs -noheader is specified, bjobs displays the values of the fields
without displaying the names of the fields. This is useful for script parsing, when
column headings are not necessary.

This option applies to output for the bjobs command with no options, and to
output for all bjobs options with short form output except for -aff, -l, -UF, -N, -h,
and -V.

Limit the number of allocated hosts

You can limit the number of hosts that a parallel job can use by specifying the
HOSTLIMIT_PER_JOB parameter in lsb.queues. For example, if a user submits a
parallel job using bsub -n 100, this job requests 100 slots from the cluster. If you
specify a limit of 20 hosts per job, a user submitting a job requesting 100 slots will
only be allowed to use 20 hosts.

The following is the syntax for the HOSTLIMIT_PER_JOB parameter in lsb.queues:

HOSTLIMIT_PER_JOB = integer

Specify the maximum number of hosts that a job can use. If the per-job host limit
is exceeded and the minimum number of requested hosts cannot be satisfied, the
parallel job will pend or be rejected. The per-job host limit is verified during
resource allocation.

If a parallel job is submitted under a range of the number of slots (bsub -n "min,
max"), the per-job host limit applies to the minimum number of requested slots.
That is, if the minimum number of requested slots is satisfied under the per-job
host limit, the job submission is accepted.
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Note: When HOSTLIMIT_PER_JOB is specified LSF may fail to find an allocation for a
parallel job, even if a valid allocation exists. For example, hostA has two slots
available, hostB and hostC have four slots available, and hostD has eight slots
available, and HOSTLIMIT_PER_JOB=2. If you submit a job that requires 10 slots and
no ptile specification, the scheduler will determine that selecting hostA, hostB,
and hostC will satisfy the requirements, but since this requires three hosts, the job
will remain pending. To avoid this issue, use order[slots] in the job resource
requirements.

LSF daemons / binaries protected from OS OOM Killer

The following LSF daemons are protected from being killed on systems that
support out-of-memory (OOM) killer (Linux versions 2.6.11 and above):
v Root res
v Root lim
v Root sbatchd
v pim

v melim

v mbatchd

v rla

v mbschd

v krbrenewd

v elim

For the above daemons, oom_adj will automatically be set to -17, or oom_score_adj
will be set to -1000 on start or restart. This feature ensures that LSF daemons
survive OOM killer but not user jobs.

When set daemons oom_adj/oom_score_adj are used, log messages are set to
DEBUG level: “Set oom_adj to -17.” and “Set oom_score_adj to -1000.”

Root res, root lim, root sbatchd, pim, melim, and mbatchd protect themselves
actively and will log the messages.

Remove hung jobs from LSF

If a node crashes, instead of waiting for the node to come back or the job to reach
a run limit, LSF automatically terminates the job after reaching a timeout, moves
the job to the EXIT state to free up resources and logs a message in the mbatchd log
file. Manual intervention by the LSF administrator is not necessary. Jobs in RUN,
USUSP. SSUSP, and WAIT states are removed if the host becomes unavailable and
a timeout is defined.

To enable hung job management, set the REMOVE_HUNG_JOBS_FOR parameter in
lsb.params:
v HOST_UNAVAIL: Hung jobs are automatically removed if the first execution host is

unavailable and a timeout is reached as specified by wait_time in the parameter
configuration. The default value of wait_time is 10 minutes.
Hung jobs of any status (RUN, SSUSP, etc.) will be a candidate for removal by
LSF when the timeout is reached.

v ALL: Specifies hung job removal for all conditions (both runlimit and
host_unavail). The hung job is removed when the first condition is satisfied. For
example, if a job has a run limit, but it becomes hung because a host is
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unavailable before the run limit is reached, jobs (running, suspended, etc.) will
be removed after 10 minutes after the host is unavailable. Job is placed in EXIT
status by mbatchd.

v If you set REMOVE_HUNG_JOBS_FOR=runlimit, LSF removes hung jobs after a grace
period expires. The grace period is 10 mins + MAX(6 seconds,
JOB_TERMINATE_INTERVAL) where JOB_TERMINATE_INTERVAL is specified in
lsb.params.

v If REMOVE_HUNG_JOBS_FOR is defined with runlimit,wait_time=minutes, the job is
removed by mbatchd the specified number of minutes after runlimit is reached.
The default value of wait_time is 10 minutes.

v If both runlimit and host_unavail are defined (or REMOVE_HUNG_JOBS_FOR=all),
the job is removed when either condition in REMOVE_HUNG_JOBS_FOR is satisfied,
according to whichever condition is satisfied first.

Set clean period for DONE jobs

You can control the amount of time during which successfully finished jobs are
kept in mbatchd memory. This is useful if you ran thousands of jobs which finished
successfully and you do not want to keep them stored in memory, which results in
receiving a huge list of jobs every time you query with bjobs -a.

You can use the CLEAN_PERIOD_DONE parameter in lsb.params to set the amount of
time (in seconds) to keep DONE and PDONE (post job execution processing) jobs in
mbatchd memory after they have finished. If CLEAN_PERIOD_DONE is not defined
(which is the default setting), the clean period for DONE jobs is defined by
CLEAN_PERIOD in lsb.params. If CLEAN_PERIOD_DONE is defined, its value must be less
than CLEAN_PERIOD, otherwise it will be ignored and a warning message will
appear. CLEAN_PERIOD_DONE is limited to one week.

When CLEAN_PERIOD_DONE is reached, the EXIT jobs will not be cleaned until
CLEAN_PERIOD is reached

Disable job email

By default, LSF sends email to users when their jobs finish. It may not be desirable
to receive email after submitting a lot of jobs, and it may be difficult to change job
scripts with short notice, especially if those job scripts are shared between users
who want email and users who don't. Therefore, LSF provides a simple way to
disable the sending of job level email notification from the cluster. When the
administrator sets LSB_JOB_REPORT_MAIL=N in lsf.conf, email notification for all
jobs is disabled. All sbatchds must be restarted on all hosts. However, end users
can set the value for LSB_JOB_REPORT_MAIL in the job submission environment to
disable email notification for only that particular job and not email for all jobs. In
this case, there is no need to restart sbatchd.

If you define LSB_JOB_REPORT_MAIL as N, no mail will be sent by sbatchd. It also
means you do not have to change your job script.

Command arguments for esub job submission

esub arguments provide flexibility for filtering and modifying job submissions by
letting you specify options for esub executables. As of LSF release 9.1.1.1, bsub –a
supports arguments for a given esub executable. Users can customize their esub
application and then submit jobs as bsub –a "esub_application" user_job.
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The syntax for specifying esub arguments is bsub -a "esub_application
[([argument[,argument...]])]...".

The variables you define in the esub arguments can include environment variables
and command output substitution. For example, if you use bsub -a “esub1
($PATH, `pwd`)” user_job, the first argument passed to esub1 would be the value
of variable PATH, and the second argument passed to esub1 would be the output
of command pwd.

The following is an example of esub arguments with variable substitution and
output:
cat esub.queuemanager
#!/bin/sh
. $LSB_SUB_PARM_FILE
if [ $# -eq 1 ] && [ $1 == "fast" ]; then

echo ’LSB_SUB_QUEUE="fastqueue"’ >> $LSB_SUB_MODIFY_FILE
else

echo ’LSB_SUB_QUEUE="slowqueue"’ >> $LSB_SUB_MODIFY_FILE
fi

bsub -a "queuemanager" job 1
Job <893> is submitted to queue <slowqueue>
bjobs 893
JOBID USER STAT QUEUE FROM_HOST EXEC_HOST JOB_NAME SUBMIT_TIME
893 USER2 DONE slowqueue HostA HostB job 1 May 29 11:15

bsub -a "queuemanager(fast)" job 2
Job <894> is submitted to queue <fastqueue>
bjobs 894
JOBID USER STAT QUEUE FROM_HOST EXEC_HOST JOB_NAME SUBMIT_TIME
894 USER2 DONE fastqueue HostA HostB JOB 2 May 29 11:15

Affinity preemption

Affinity preemption supports the following:
v Preemption of affinity resources (cores, threads, sockets, NUMA nodes, and

NUMA memory)
v Backfill of reserved affinity resources
v Pending License Scheduler jobs can use the affinity resources of a suspended

License Scheduler job, as long as both jobs request at least one license in
common

To enable affinity preemption, set PREEMPT_JOBTYPE = AFFINITY in the Parameters
section of lsb.params. By default, affinity resources are not preemptable.

Affinity preemption interacts with the following LSF features:

Queue-based affinity resource preemption

A running job with affinity requirements may occupy cores in a low
priority queue. When affinity preemption is enabled, a pending job in a
high priority queue that also has an affinity requirement is potentially able
to preempt the running job in the low priority queue to get its affinity
resources (threads, cores, sockets, NUMA nodes). When
PREEMPTABLE_RESOURCES = mem is enabled in lsb.params a higher priority
affinity job can preempt a running low priority job for host memory,
NUMA memory as well as slots.

Affinity resources are treated similar to slots and memory: when a job is
suspended, the job continues to occupy its slots and its affinity resources,
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preventing another job from using these resources, unless that other job is
in a queue that has a preemption relationship with the suspended job.

Affinity resource backfill

A job in a reservation queue may reserve slots, memory and affinity
resources (and potentially other reservable resources). If the reserving job
has an affinity requirement, LSF can reserve affinity resources for the job.
A job in a backfill queue that has an affinity requirement can use the
reserved affinity resources of a pending job if the backfill job is expected to
finish before the earliest expected start time of the reserving job. The rule
of thumb is that if a job in a backfill queue is able to use the slots reserved
by another job during backfill scheduling, then it should be also able to
use the reserved affinity resources. Affinity backfill is enabled by default,
and cannot be disabled.

License Scheduler affinity resource preemption

In LSF 9.1.1 and License Scheduler 9.1, slots, and optionally, memory are
released by a suspended License Scheduler job only to other License
Scheduler jobs that request at least one license in common with the
suspended job.

This feature also applies to affinity resources. Once a License Scheduler job
is suspended, the affinity resources occupied by the job are available to
other License Scheduler jobs that request at least one license in common
with the suspended job, in its rusage. When
LSF_LIC_SCHED_PREEMPT_SLOT_RELEASE=N in lsf.conf, affinity resources
along with slots and memory are not released to pending License
Scheduler jobs. LSF_LIC_SCHED_PREEMPT_SLOT_RELEASE is enabled by default.

Preemption queue preference

You can configure which queues should have preference to preempt from.
Preemption queue preference is enabled by USE_SUSP_SLOTS=Y in
lsb.params. USE_SUSP_SLOTS=Y supports affinity preemption. With this
parameter enabled, pending jobs in preemptable queues are allowed to use
the slots of suspended jobs in higher priority preemptive queues. The
queues must have a preemption releationship with each other. When
USE_SUSP_SLOTS=N, pending jobs in a low priority preemptable queue
cannot use the slots of a suspended job in a high priority preemptive
queue.

When USE_SUSP_SLOTS=Y, then pending jobs in preemptable queues are
allowed to use the affinity resources occupied by suspended jobs in higher
priority preemptive queues, if the queues have a preemption relationship.
Note that SSUSP jobs on a host are always allowed to try to resume and
use the non-releasable resources, including slots, memory, and affinity
resources, occupied by other suspended jobs on the same host.

Memory preemption

By default, LSF considers memory to be a non-releasable resource. When a
running job is suspended, LSF continues to reserve memory for the
suspended job. When memory preemption is enabled by setting
PREEMPTABLE_RESOURCES = mem in lsb.params, jobs with memory
requirements submitted to high priority preemptive queues can preempt
jobs in low priority queues for memory. When LSF allows jobs in
preemptive queues to use memory reserved for suspended jobs, LSF
essentially allows host memory to be overcommitted. Host-based memory
is a separate resource from the memory reservations made on the NUMA
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nodes. However, preemption can be triggered for NUMA-level memory as
well when memory is configured as a preemptable resource.

Memory enforcement based on Linux cgroup memory subsystem

Memory enforcement for Linux cgroups is supported on Red Hat Enterprise Linux
(RHEL) 6.2 or above and SuSe Linux Enterprise Linux 11 SP2 or above.

LSF enforces memory limits for jobs by periodically collecting job memory usage
and comparing it with memory limits set by users. If a job exceeds the memory
limit, the job will be terminated. However, if a job uses a large amount of memory
before the next memory enforcement check by LSF, it is possible for the job to
exceed its memory limit before it is killed.

LSF can impose strict host-level memory and swap limits on systems that support
Linux cgroups. These limits cannot be exceeded. All LSF job processes are
controlled by the Linux cgroup system. If job processes on a host use more
memory than the defined limit, the job will be immediately killed by the Linux
cgroup memory subsystem. Memory is enforced on a per job and per host basis,
not per task. If the host OS is Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.3 or above, cgroup
memory limits are enforced, and LSF is notified to terminate the job. Additional
notification is provided to users through specific termination reasons displayed by
bhist –l.

To enable memory enforcement through the Linux cgroup memory subsystem,
configure LSB_RESOURCE_ENFORCE="memory" in lsf.conf.

If you are enabling memory enforcement through the Linux cgroup memory
subsystem after upgrading an existing LSF cluster, make sure that the following
parameters are set in lsf.conf:
v LSF_PROCESS_TRACKING=Y
v LSF_LINUX_CGROUP_ACCT=Y

Setting LSB_RESOURCE_ENFORCE="memory" automatically turns on cgroup accounting
(LSF_LINUX_CGROUP_ACCT=Y) to provide more accurate memory and swap
consumption data for memory and swap enforcement checking. Setting
LSF_PROCESS_TRACKING=Y enables LSF to kill jobs cleanly after memory and swap
limits are exceeded.

Note: If LSB_RESOURCE_ENFORCE="memory" is configured, all existing LSF memory
limit related parameters such as LSF_HPC_EXTENSIONS="TASK_MEMLIMIT",
LSF_HPC_EXTENSIONS="TASK_SWAPLIMIT", "LSB_JOB_MEMLIMIT" and
"LSB_MEMLIMIT_ENFORCE" will be ignored.

For example, submit a parallel job with 3 tasks and a memory limit of 100 MB,
with span[ptile=2] so that 2 tasks can run on one host and 1 task can run on
another host:
bsub -n 3 -M 100 –R "span[ptile=2]" blaunch ./mem_eater

The application mem_eater keeps increasing the memory usage.

LSF will kill the job at any point in time that it consumes more than 200 MB total
memory on hosta or more than 100 MB total memory on hostb. For example, if at
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any time 2 tasks run on hosta and 1 task runs on hostb, the job will only be killed
if total memory consumed by the 2 tasks on hosta exceeds 200 MB on hosta or 100
MB in hostb.

LSF does not support per task memory enforcement for cgroups. For example, at
any given time, if one of the tasks on hosta consumes 150 MB memory and the
other task consumes only 10 MB, the job will not be killed because, at that point in
time, the total memory consumed by the job on hosta is only 160 MB.

Memory enforcement does not apply to accumulated memory usage. For example,
two tasks consume a maximum 250 MB on hosta in total. The maximum memory
rusage of task1 on hosta is 150 MB and the maximum memory rusage of task2 on
hosta is 100 MB, but this never happens at the same time, so at any given time,
the two tasks consumes less than 200M and this job will not be killed. The job
would only be killed if at a given point in time, the two tasks consume more than
200M on hosta.

Note: The cgroup memory subsystem does not separate enforcement of memory
usage and swap usage. If a swap limit is specified, limit enforcement differs from
previous LSF behavior.

For example, for the following job submission:
bsub -M 100 -v 50 ./mem_eater

after the application uses more than 100 MB of memory, the cgroup will start to
use swap for the job process. The job will not be killed until the application
reaches 150 MB memory usage (100 MB memory + 50 MB swap).

The following job specifies only a swap limit:
bsub -v 50 ./mem_eater

Because no memory limit is specified, LSF considers the memory limit to be same
as a swap limit. The job is killed when it reaches 50 MB combined memory and
swap usage.

Limitations and known issues:
v For parallel jobs, cgroup limits are only enforced for jobs launched through the

LSF blaunch framework. Parallel jobs launched through LSF PAM/Taskstarter
are not supported.

v On RHEL 6.2, LSF cannot receive notification from the cgroup that memory and
swap limits are exceeded. When job memory and swap limits are exceeded, LSF
cannot guarantee that the job will be killed. On RHEL 6.3, LSF does receive
notification and will kill the job.

v On RHEL 6.2, a multithreaded application becomes a zombie process if the
application is killed by cgroup due to memory enforcement. As a result, LSF
cannot wait for the user application exited status and LSF processes are hung.
LSF recognizes the job does not exit and the job always runs.

Affinity binding based on Linux cgroup cpuset subsystem

LSF 9.1.1 introduced support for processor affinity scheduling. CPU enforcement
for Linux cgroup cpuset subsystem is supported on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.2
or above, SuSe Linux Enterprise Linux 11 SP2 or above.
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With this feature, LSF collects processor topology from hosts, including NUMA
nodes, sockets, cores, and hyperthreads. Users can submit jobs specifying how
processes of a job should be bound to these computing elements. LSF uses the
system call sched_setaffinity() to bind CPUs. It is possible for user applications to
escape from the bound CPUs by calling sched_setaffinity() directly to bind to other
CPUs.

LSF can enforce CPU binding on systems that support the Linux cgroup cpuset
subsystem. When CPU affinity binding through Linux cgroups is enabled, LSF will
create a cpuset to contain job processes if the job has affinity resource
requirements, so that the job processes cannot escape from the allocated CPUs.
Each affinity job cpuset includes only the CPU and memory nodes that LSF
distributes. Linux cgroup cpusets are only created for affinity jobs.

For example, submit a job with core affinity requirement and localprefer memory
binding:
bsub -R "affinity[core:membind=localprefer]"./myapp

LSF will create a cpuset which contains one core and attach the process ID of the
application ./myapp to this cpuset. The cpuset serves as a strict container for job
processes, so that the application ./myapp cannot bind to other CPUs.

In this example, the memory binding policy is localprefer. When
membind=localprefer, or it is not specified, LSF adds all memory nodes to the
cpuset to make sure the job can access all memory nodes on the host, and will
make sure job processes will access preferred memory nodes first. If the memory
binding policy is localonly, LSF only adds the memory nodes that the LSF
scheduler distributes to the cpuset, and myapp only uses those memory nodes, not
all memory nodes.

To enable the cpuset enforcement feature, configure LSB_RESOURCE_ENFORCE="cpu"
in lsf.conf.

NQS commands and man pages restored

The binaries for NQS commands and related man pages are included in the LSF
9.1.1.1 distribution packages. The following files are restored to LSF_BINDIR:
v qdel

v qjlist

v qlimit

v qmapmgr

v qmgr

v qps

v qrestart

v qrun

v qsa

v qsnapshot

v qstat

v qsub

v qwatch

The nqsi file is restored to LSF_SERVERDIR.
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The following man pages are restored to the man1 directory:
v qdel.1

v qstat.1

v qsub.1

v lsnqs.1

The lsb.nqsmap5 man page is restored to the man5 directory.

Documentation errata
This section summarizes major changes and corrections to the LSF documentation
since the release of LSF 9.1.1.

Missing step in LSF installation guide

In Installing IBM Platform LSF on UNIX and Linux, the steps for installing a new
cluster with lsfinstall omitted the following step after editing install.config to
set installation parameters. Step 4 should be the following:

4. Run ./lsfinstall -f install.config.

LSF_LINUX_CGROUP_ACCT and LSF_PROCESS_TRACKING
missing in 9.1.1 man page

LSF_LINUX_CGROUP_ACCT and LSF_PROCESS_TRACKING were two new
parameters introduced in lsf.conf for cgroup feature in LSF 9.1.1. They are fully
documented in the version 9.1.1 IBM Platform LSF Configuration Reference, but are
not in the 9.1.1 lsf.conf man page. This has been corrected for this release and both
parameters are available in the 9.1.1.1 lsf.conf man page.

Parameter value "IGNORE_COMMFAIL" missing from
DJOB_COMMFAIL_ACTION in 9.1 and 9.1.1 IBM Platform LSF
Configuration Reference

DJOB_COMMFAIL_ACTION defines the action LSF should take if it detects a
communication failure with one or more remote parallel or distributed tasks. If
defined with "KILL_TASKS", LSF tries to kill all the current tasks of a parallel or
distributed job associated with the communication failure. If defined with
"IGNORE_COMMFAIL", failures will be ignored and the job continues. If not
defined, LSF terminates all tasks and shuts down the entire job.

This parameter only applies to the blaunch distributed application framework.

When defined in an application profile, the LSB_DJOB_COMMFAIL_ACTION
variable is set when running bsub -app for the specified application.

The information has been added and will appear in the next release of the IBM
Platform LSF Configuration Reference.

References to "Advanced reservation" should be "Advance
reservation"

Various references to "Advanced reservation" should be "Advance reservation".
This has been fixed in the IBM Platform LSF Configuration Reference, IBM Platform
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LSF Command Reference, and Administering IBM Platform LSF , and will appear in
the next release of these documents.

New commands
No new commands are added for LSF 9.1.1.1.

New configuration files
No new configuration files are added for LSF 9.1.1.1.

Changed commands, options, and output
The following command options and output are new or changed for LSF 9.1.1.1:

bjobs
v Use the -o option to define the custom output at the command level:

bjobs ... -o "field_name[:[-][output_width]] ... [delimiter='character']"
v Use the -noheader option to remove column headings from the bjobs output.

When bjobs -noheader is specified, bjobs displays the values of the fields
without displaying the names of the fields. This is useful for script parsing,
when column headings are not necessary.

v Use bjobs -help[command_option | [command_sub_option]] to display the
description of the specified command option. Run bjobs -help without a
command option name to display the bjobs command description.
For example:
bjobs -help -app

-app application_profile_name
Displays information about jobs submitted to the
specified application profile. You must specify an
existing application profile.

bsub
v Use the -a "esub_application[([argument[,argument...]])] ..." option to

specify esub arguments for flexibility in filtering and modifying job submissions.
The variables you define in the esub arguments can include environment
variables and command output substitution.

v For bsub -b, -u user_name, and -N, if LSB_JOB_REPORT_MAIL=N|n, no email will be
sent by sbatchd.

v Use bsub -help[command_option | [command_sub_option]] to display the
description of the specified command option. Run bsub -help without a
command option name to display the bsub command description. For example:
bsub -help -app

-app application_profile_name
Submits the job to the specified application profile.
You must specify an existing application profile. If the
application profile does not exist in lsb.applications,
the job is rejected.

New and changed configuration parameters and environment
variables

lsb.params
v REMOVE_HUNG_JOBS_FOR: Enables hung job management, which allows LSF to

remove hung jobs. A job hangs if a running job’s state goes to UNKNOWN
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when the first execution host allocated to the job crashes. Jobs in RUN, USUSP.
SSUSP, and WAIT states are removed if the host becomes unavailable and a
timeout is defined.

v CLEAN_PERIOD_DONE: Controls the amount of time during which successfully
finished jobs are kept in mbatchd core memory. This applies to DONE and PDONE
(post job execution processing) jobs.

v PREEMPT_JOBTYPE = AFFINITY: Enables affinity resource preemption. Affinity
resources held by a suspended job can be used by a pending job through queue
preemption, or through License Scheduler preemption.

lsb.queues
v HOSTLIMIT_PER_JOB=integer: Per-job host limit. The maximum number of hosts

that a job in this queue can use.

lsf.conf
v LSB_RESOURCE_ENFORCE="resource [resource]": Controls resource enforcement

through the Linux cgroup memory and cpuset subsytem on Linux systems with
cgroup support. Memory and cpuset enforcement for Linux cgroups is
supported on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 6.2 or above, SuSe Linux
Enterprise Linux 11 SP2 or above.
resource can be either memory or cpu, or both cpu and memory.
LSF can impose strict host-level memory and swap limits on systems that
support Linux cgroups. These limits cannot be exceeded. All LSF job processes
are controlled by the Linux cgroup system. If job processes on a host use more
memory than the defined limit, the job will be immediately killed by the Linux
cgroup memory subsystem. Memory is enforced on a per job/per host basis, not
per task. If the host OS is Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.3 or above, cgroup
memory limits are enforced, and LSF is notified to terminate the job. Additional
notification is provided to users through specific termination reasons displayed
by bhist –l.
To enable memory enforcement, configure LSB_RESOURCE_ENFORCE="memory".

Note: If LSB_RESOURCE_ENFORCE="memory" is configured, existing LSF memory
limit related parameters such as LSF_HPC_EXTENSIONS="TASK_MEMLIMIT",
LSF_HPC_EXTENSIONS="TASK_SWAPLIMIT", LSB_JOB_MEMLIMIT and
LSB_MEMLIMIT_ENFORCE will all be ignored.
LSF can also enforce CPU affinity binding on systems that support the Linux
cgroup cpuset subsystem. When CPU affinity binding through Linux cgroups is
enabled, LSF will create a cpuset to contain job processes if the job has affinity
resource requirements, so that the job processes cannot escape from the allocated
CPUs. Each affinity job cpuset includes only the CPU and memory nodes that
LSF distributes. Linux cgroup cpusets are only created for affinity jobs.
To enable CPU enforcement, configure LSB_RESOURCE_ENFORCE="cpu".
If you are enabling memory and CPU enforcement through the Linux cgroup
memory cpsuset subsystems after upgrading an existing LSF cluster, make sure
that the following parameters are set in lsf.conf:
– LSF_PROCESS_TRACKING=Y

– LSF_LINUX_CGROUP_ACCT=Y

v LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT="field_name[:[-][output_width]] ... [delimiter='character']":
Sets the customized output format for the bjobs command.

Note:
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When defining LSB_BJOBS_FORMAT, to get the original output of short form bjobs,
you must configure the original 8 fields (JOBID, USER, STAT, QUEUE,
FROM_HOST, EXEC_HOST, JOB_NAME, SUBMIT_TIME) in the submission
environment.

Issuing the command bjobs -o "jobid: user: stat: queue: from_host:
exec_host: job_name: submit_time:" gives the same output as the original short
form bjobs output.

v LSB_JOB_REPORT_MAIL: If you do not want sbatchd to send mail when the job is
done, then set this parameter to N before submitting the job. This parameter only
affects email sent by sbatchd. When the administrator sets
LSB_JOB_REPORT_MAIL=N in lsf.conf, email notification for all jobs is disabled. All
sbatchds must be restarted on all hosts. However, end users can set the value
for LSB_JOB_REPORT_MAIL in the job submission environment to disable email
notification for only that particular job and not email for all jobs. In this case,
there is no need to restart sbatchd

New and changed accounting and job event fields
No accounting and job event fields are added or changed for LSF 9.1.1.1.

Known Issues
v If you installed LSF 9.1.1 with the Linux installer

(lsf9.1.1_lsfinstall_linux_x86_64.tar.Z for the LSF 9.1.1 release) and selected
linux x86_64 and sparc solaris during installation, then you cannot use
LSF_TOP/9.1/install/patchinstall to install the 9.1.1.1 patch on sparc solaris.
You must use lsf9.1.1_lsfinstall.tar.Z as distributed in LSF 9.1.1 or 9.1.1.1.

v CPU and memory affinity scheduling has the following limitations.
– When reservation is enabled, affinity reservation allocations appear as part of

the allocated resources in bhosts -aff

Jobs that are submitted with a membind=localprefer binding policy may
overcommit the memory of the NUMA node they are allocated to
bhosts -aff output may occasionally show the total allocated memory on the
NUMA nodes of a host as exceeding the maximum memory of the host, this
is because the reservations that show in bhosts -aff overcommit the NUMA
node. However, LSF will never allow the allocation of running jobs on a host
to exceed the maximum memory of a host.

– When reservation is enabled, and an affinity job requests enough resources to
consume an entire node in the host topology. (for example, enough cores to
consume an entire socket), LSF will not reserve the socket for the job if there
are any jobs running on its cores. In a situation when there are always smaller
jobs running consuming cores, then larger jobs that require entire sockets will
not be able to reserve resources. The workaround is to require that all jobs
have estimated runtimes, and to use time-based reservation.

v bmod cannot change the memory requirement for a running job if a MEM general
resource limit is defined for the user in lsb.resources.

v Application checkpointing is not supported on 64-bit Windows 7.
v MacOS X is supported only as LSF slave hosts. MacOS X hosts cannot be LSF

master or master candidate hosts.
v LSF 8.3 blimits does not work with 9.1 binaries.
v For GSLA, a job may pend or receive fewer slots than expected when you ask

for a range of slots.
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v On Windows, if applying the LSF 9.1.1 msp to 9.1, and then applying the LSF
9.1.1.1 msp, the schmod_affinity.dll will not be patched to the latest one.

Limitations
v Parallel restart cannot be used if the mbatchd is configured to use duplicate event

logging (LSB_LOCALDIR is configured in lsf.conf).
v Processor number is not detected correctly on POWER7 Linux machines
v NUMA topology may be incorrect after bringing cores offline.

Bugs Fixed
The July 2013 release (LSF 9.1.1.1) contains all bugs fixed before June 24 2013. Bugs
fixed between 21 December 2012 and 24 June 2013 are listed in the document Fixed
Bugs for Platform LSF 9.1.1.1.
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Chapter 2. Platform LSF Product Packages

The Platform LSF 9.1.1.1 product consists of the following packages and files:
v Product distribution packages, available for the following operating systems:

Operating system Product package

IBM AIX 6 and 7 on IBM Power 6 and 7 lsf9.1.1_aix-64-220212.tar.Z

HP UX B.11.31 on PA-RISC lsf9.1.1_hppa11i-64-220212.tar.Z

HP UX B.11.31 on IA64 lsf9.1.1_hpuxia64-220212.tar.Z

Solaris 10 and 11 on Sparc lsf9.1.1_sparc-sol10-64-220212.tar.Z

Solaris 10 and 11 on x86-64 lsf9.1.1_x86-64-sol10-220212.tar.Z

Linux on x86-64 Kernel 2.6 and 3.x

SGI Performance Suite

lsf9.1.1_linux2.6-glibc2.3-x86_64-220212.tar.Z

Linux on IBM Power 6 and 7 Kernel 2.6 and 3.x lsf9.1.1_linux2.6-glibc2.3-ppc64-220212.tar.Z

Windows 2003/2008/2012/XP/7/8 32-bit lsf9.1.1_win32-220212.msp

Windows 2003/2008/2012/XP/7/8 64-bit lsf9.1.1_win-x64-220212.msp

Apple Mac OS 10.x lsf9.1.1_macosx-220212.tar.Z

Cray Linux XT3, XT4, XT5, XE6, XC-30 lsf9.1.1_lnx26-lib23-x64-cray-220212.tar.Z

ARMv7 Kernel 3.6 glibc 2.15 lsf9.1.1_linux3.6-glibc2.15-armv7.tar.Z

v Documentation packages:
– lsf9.1.1_documentation.tar.Z

– lsf9.1.1_documentation.zip

v 9.1.1 Installer patch for Unix and Linux:
– lsf9.1.1_install-220212.tar.Z

Downloading
Download the OS-specific product distribution package files from the IBM Fix
Central site (http://www.ibm.com/support/fixcentral/). If hosts in your cluster
have multiple binary types, you may need to apply multiple product distribution
files to your cluster.
1. Navigate to IBM Fix Central and sign in with your IBM ID:

http://www.ibm.com/support/fixcentral/
See the Fix Central Help for information about using the Fix Central site:
http://www-947.ibm.com/systems/support/fixes/en/fixcentral/help/

2. Use Select product to find the Fix Pack for this maintenance release:
a. For Product Group: select Platform Computing.
b. For Select from Platform Computing: select Platform LSF.
c. For Installed Version: select 9.1.1.
d. For Platform: select All.
e. Click Continue.
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3. On the Identify fixes page, enter the following:
a. Choose Text.
b. Type 220212 in the text box.
c. Click Continue.

4. Select the product distribution packages and installation patches for lsf 9.1.1
and lsf 9.1.1.1 and click Continue.

5. On the Download options page, select a download method and click Continue.

Installing

Updating LSF 9.1.1
Before you can apply the LSF 9.1.1.1 patch, you must make sure that the full LSF
9.1.1 package is installed and a 9.1.1 Installer patch has been applied. Refer to the
LSF 9.1.1 Release Notes.

This task assumes you have installed the full package of LSF 9.1.1. Perform the
following tasks before upgrading LSF 9.1.1 to version 9.1.1.1.
1. Update the install scripts.

Existing install scripts located in $LSF_TOP/9.1/install must be updated.
a. Download and install the LSF 9.1.1 Installer patch package

(lsf9.1.1_install-220212.tar.Z).
b. Set your environment.

Log on to the LSF master host as root, and run one of the following to set
your LSF environment:
source LSF_TOP/conf/cshrc.lsf (for csh or tcsh)
. LSF_TOP/conf/profile.lsf (for sh, ksh, or bash)
LSF_TOP is the full path to the top-level LSF installation directory.

c. Extract the package in the $LSF_TOP/9.1/install directory
cd $LSF_TOP/9.1/install

zcat lsf9.1.1_install-220212.tar.Z | tar xvf -

2. Upgrade the binaries.
a. Download the proper binary patch packages.
b. Upgrade the existing binaries.

cd $LSF_TOP/9.1/install

sudo ./patchinstall <patch_binary_package>

3. Optional - Install binaries of linux3.6-glibc2.15-armv7 to deploy ARM platform.

Attention: LSF master or candidates do not support linux3.6-glibc2.15-armv7.
a. Download the binary package.
b. Modify LSF_TARDIR in $LSF_TOP/9.1/install/install.config to the

download directory.
c. Install the binaries in your cluster.

cd $LSF_TOP/9.1/install

sudo ./lsfinstall -f install.config

d. Update lsf.shared manually to add the new host model.
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Begin HostModel
MODELNAME CPUFACTOR ARCHITECTURE
... ...
ARM7l 60.0 (ARMv7Processorrev0v7l_709)
End HostModel

4. Restart LSF.
sudo lsfrestart

Applying patches using patchinstall on UNIX and Linux
Before installing the LSF 9.1.1.1 patch, please ensure you have installed the full LSF
9.1.1 package and have updated it with the LSF 9.1.1 Installer patch. Refer to the
LSF 9.1.1 Release Notes and the section “Updating LSF 9.1.1” on page 24.

To patch the entire cluster and roll back patches, use patchinstall.
1. Set your environment.

Log on to the LSF master host as root, and run one of the following to set your
LSF environment:
source LSF_TOP/conf/cshrc.lsf (for csh or tcsh)
. LSF_TOP/conf/profile.lsf (for sh, ksh, or bash)
LSF_TOP is the full path to the top-level LSF installation directory.

2. Go to the patch install directory.
cd LSF_TOP/9.1/install/

3. (Optional, but recommended.) Check for the patch before installation.
./patchinstall -c patch_file

4. Run patchinstall. ./patchinstall <full path of patch_file>.
For example, run the following command to install the patch on Linux on
x86-64 Kernel 2.6 and 3.x:
./patchinstall <download_dir>/lsf9.1.1_linux2.6-glibc2.3-x86_64-220212.tar.Z

5. Restart the cluster.

To roll back a patch, use patchinstall –r.

./patchinstall -r patch_file

Applying patches on Windows
1. From IBM Fix Central, download the msp file that matches the Windows version

and OS installed in your existing cluster.
2. Shut down LSF daemons on the hosts where you are applying the patch.
3. Double click the msp file.
4. Start LSF daemons on the hosts.

Applying patches manually
To patch selected binaries, replace binaries manually. Note that patches applied
manually can only be rolled back manually.
1. Make note of the current ownership and group permissions of the existing

binaries and header files.
2. Make a backup of the current binaries or header files by moving or renaming

them with the current date as an extension.
For example:
v On UNIX:
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mv liblsf.a liblsf.a.07042013

v On Windows:
rename liblsf.lib liblsf.lib.07042013

3. Copy the new binaries or header files in place.
In LSF, all daemons are located in the $LSF_SERVERDIR directory. Daemons
include lim, res, sbatchd, mbatchd, and mbschd. All commands are located in
the $LSF_BINDIR directory. All libraries are located in the $LSF_LIBDIR directory.

Note: mbschd and the scheduler plug-in libraries must be patched at the same
time.

4. Make sure the new binaries have the same ownership and group permissions
as the old binaries and header files.

5. Patches that affect running daemons require you to restart LSF manually.
6. If you are deploying scheduler plug-in libraries, you must restart mbschd:

badmin reconfig
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.

IBM® may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document
in other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan Ltd.
19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 103-8510, Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
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sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Corporation
Intellectual Property Law
Mail Station P300
2455 South Road,
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-5400
USA

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement
between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurement may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrates programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
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programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
include a copyright notice as follows:

© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp.
Sample Programs. © Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks of International Business
Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and
service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of
IBM trademarks is available on the Web at "Copyright and trademark information"
at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.

Intel, Intel logo, Intel Inside, Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino, Intel Centrino logo,
Celeron, Intel Xeon, Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States
and other countries.

Java™ and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.

Linux is a trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or
both.

LSF®, Platform, and Platform Computing are trademarks or registered trademarks
of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions
worldwide.

Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of
others.
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